
HAIKU

1. Silently, on an

early morning blade of grass,

a lone dewdrop breathes.

2. Today I sat still

and touched Eternity while

a tiny bird preened.

3. Laden with berries

the Juniper sways in bliss

pregnant with promise.

4. Naked as the Sun

my Soul rises up, saying

YES to Destiny.

5. Smiling at the Moon

my heart sighs, sinking into

radiant darkness.

6. Like a shooting star

for a brief moment in time

my being matters.

7. Warrior of Love

like a Bird of Paradise

you stand fearlessly.
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8. Like a hummingbird

you scatter the Light of Grace

with every heartbeat.

9. The Temple bell tolls

fading in time but leaving

footprints in Heaven.

10. The White Rose of Truth

is your guide through time and space

and is not random.

11. Safe from stormy seas

The oyster waits patiently

content to make pearls.

12. The sweetness of Life

flows through your veins, infusing

every breath with Love.

13. Rooted in the past

still the Lotus scents this world

with Divine fragrance.

14. All Life is sacred.

The acorn is not jealous

of Grandfather Oak.
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15. Grace moves like the wind

transcendent and immanent

always Homeward bound.

16. Immune to its clouds

the Sky holds even thunder

dispassionately.

17. In a world of waves

remembering the Ocean

anchors one in Truth.

18. In Presence with Truth

ego dissolves and the Heart

orgasms blissfully.

19. Colorless rainbows...

all forms are but a mirage

with no pot of gold.

20. The firefly Knows

even on a moonless night

she needs no crutches.

21. Neither here nor there

dolphins are always singing.

They know the secret.
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22. The Monarch mourns not

His Kingdom lost; for who would

weep for a cocoon?

23. Waves swell boundlessly

yet always dancing to the

breath of the Ocean.

24. Unlike human love

unconditional as air

God's Heart has no thorns.

25. When winter descends

the snowflakes dance gleefully

never competing.

26. Melt in Awareness

like chocolate on a slow flame

unresistingly.

27. The full moon blesses

and raging river cleanses

Saint and sinner both.

28. Honest as the Moon

you share both light and shadow

with equal passion.

29 Loyal as sunrise

your smile brightens the lives of

many who are blue.
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30 Never fear the storm!

Thunder is God's Voice clapping

encouragingly.

31. Nature questions naught

at Home in the peace of Her

intrinsic Oneness.

32. "I Am," said the Sky

and all the clouds quivered with

tears of gratitude.

33. Drown self and sorrow

in the tidal wave of Love

flooding Consciousness.

34. The Omniscient "I"

stays focused on the changeless

even in a storm.

35. "Wake up," calls the Sun

urging Its rays to enjoy

some cosmic relief.

36. The Universe Is,

from the eagle's vantage point,

both empty and full.

37. A perfect life is
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one whose every breath has left

footprints of the Soul.

38. The Ocean seeks naught

nor travels to distant shores

Being Self contained.

39. Thunderous brainstorms

occur in silent flashes

of inspired rest.

40. Wisdom is being

Screw words and mental foreplay!

Climax, like the birds.

41. Infinite puppets

dance on the stage of the sole

Soul ventriloquist.

42. Competing only

with himself, Mr. Turtle

moves at his own pace.

43. The ripe mango falls

naturally from the tree

once its time has come.

44. Silence is fertile

able to birth any thing
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the mind can conceive.

45. Time does not exist

within the skies of freedom!

Ask the lazy clouds!

46. The climb seemed endless

but now the Sky is calling...

Test your wings and fly.

47. Be as the raindrop

joining forces willingly

with cascading Grace.

48. The Lighthouse of Self

beacons from deep, deep within

unwaveringly.

49. Summer's fullness fades

ceding without protest to

the wintry abyss.

50. All bleak winterscapes

awaken from slumber when

kissed by vernal rains.

51. Cacti never thirst

sated by their own inner

equanimity.
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52. Fickle as quicksand

the search for Love in objects

is doomed for failure.

53. Loyal as the Sun

seeking Love in formlessness

guarantees success.

54. Crone and Maiden merge

in the Eternal Mother

when Love arises.

55. "I" and "mine" dissolve

in the Eternal Father

when Grace is bequeathed.

56. Foolish man! Why weep,

when YOU are the Mastermind

of the Whole shebang?

57. The swan glides through time

gracefully balanced between

Truth and illusion.

  

58. The gifts of Nature

are always selfless and, thus,

inestimable.

59. Sunny days are not

more beloved to the Sky

than fierce hurricanes.
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60. If not honest first

Loving kindness is neither

kindly nor loving.

61. The Awakened Heart

when given in Surrender

opens to receive.

62. Dark nights of the Soul

rest, too, in the arms of Grace

being luminous.

63. Without a witness

the most magnificent plays

go unapplauded.

64. Like the Nautilus

Never outstay your welcome

Within your own walls.

65. As you walk the path

Beware trading iron chains

for golden handcuffs.

66. LIVE outside the box!!

The point of all practice is

to someday be Free.

67. Where spirit matters

more than things. Love resides as
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the world currency.

68. Show your true colors

with panache, like the peacock

unaffectedly.

69. The thirst for Knowledge

will only be sated when

Soul merges with Source.

70. Thunderous raindrops

pound the panes of memory

rousing inner storms.

71. Silence is Holy

and wholly voluminous.

Why taint it with words?

72. Words, thoughts, and actions

unconsciously committed

are all violent.

73. Life on the threshold

of the sacred and profane

Is pure paradox.

74. It's a clear case of

mistaken identity

this dream of bodies...

75. God gets the Oscar
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for playing every role in

the movie called Life.

76. Truth cannot be lost

only made invisible

temporarily.

77. Nature's pure being

depicts the ineffable

better than man's words.

78. To experience

Being spirit in form is

the heart of Dharma.

79. Until completed

the jigsaw puzzle of life

stays an enigma.

80. Mantra is sublime.

No form God assumes is more

potent or perfect.

81. Nature embodies

intrinsic humility

with proud Self respect.

82. Like a swan on ice

a perfect relationship

glides through time and space.
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83. To live as one Truth

all dreams of time must subside

good and bad alike.

84. Safety has no form.

Real invincibility

is never man made.

85. Nature shares Her wealth

with unadulterated

generosity.

86. Truth can be neither

touched, seen, heard, smelled, nor tasted.

But it CAN be Known.

87. Summer slips away

Winter draws near; while I rest

somewhere in between.

88. The Sky knows true bliss

embracing all and never

clouded by judgement.

89. Undiscerning minds

never reflect Truth; being

too full of themselves.

90. Once anchored in Truth

concerns of getting shipwrecked

are all lost at sea.

91. Devote your life, then,
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to His service; if only

momentarily.

92. When ego is razed

in the fire of Grace, only

purity remains.

93) The seeds harvested

from ones life should leave a trail

for future seekers.

94. Being Who you are

requires no courage once

you have remembered.

95. Awakened Essence

scatters its divine fragrance

for all to imbibe.

96. The impetus of

true creativity has

A life of its own.

97. Every mountain stream

murmurs reminiscently

evoking Knowledge.

98. I Am all that is

and all that Is, I am. THAT

about sums it up!!

99. Live like the river

not afraid to die; flowing
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inexhaustibly.

100. Elusive is the

search for Truth or meaning in

an illusive world.

101. Heaven holds nothing

back, and does not require

a reservation.

102. Conscious ecstasy

at its most unbearable

bests ignorant bliss.

103. I Am, despite all,

cradled in God's womb; resting

wholly undisturbed.

104. Beware worldly gifts

finely wrapped but utterly

devoid of Essence.

105. Poet of Spirit

you bridge heaven and earth with

gracefully winged words.

106. Healing is merely

the dissolution of time;

the "Now" knows no wounds.

107. Bare your Soul to Life...

voluptuous abandon

between old lovers.

108. How can I doubt the
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words of my heart, when they come

from the Source's mouth?

109. Smiling at myself

when I look in the mirror

Is its own reward.

  

110. To be smitten with

things, no matter how lovely,

is idolatrous.
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